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Bankruptcy prediction is of interest to the creditors, customers, or suppliers of any rm, as well as policymakers and current and potential investors. Financial institutions require assessments of a rm's future prospects, including the risk of bankruptcy, to accurately price rm assets. A good predictive model of bankruptcy should be both accurate and make the best use of data available to the researcher.
The interest in nding a model for rm bankruptcy prediction is reected in the number of papers that have proposed and tested dierent variables and models. Even early papers in the literature have commented on the wide variety of explanatory variables available and attempt to nd those that are most strongly correlated with rm bankruptcy. Altman (1968) introduces multiple discriminant analysis to incorporate correlations between explanatory variables, a perceived weakness in the contemporary literature. Altman (1968, p. 590) considers 22 potential covariates before settling on the 5 that comprise the Z-Score, noting that every [previous] study cited a dierent ratio as being the most eective. Ohlson (1980) advocates a probabilistic model of bankruptcy, relaxing restrictions on the variancecovariance structure of explanatory variables imposed by multiple discriminant analysis. Ohlson (1980, p. 118 ) also faces a large number of choices for explanatory variables, with those chosen selected simply because they appear to be the ones most frequently mentioned in the literature before using a subset of these variables to create the O-Score.
Both of these papers popularized a new technique to address a weakness of contemporary methods in rm bankruptcy prediction, using the preferred approach to evaluate which potential explanatory variables from the literature were still correlated with bankruptcy after accounting for the problems that the methodology was designed to address. Since Shumway (2001) , hazard models have represented the forefront of rm bankruptcy forecasting.
1 The standard procedure in this literature is for researchers to select a set of covariates to use as predictors of rm bankruptcy and declare a variable to be an important predictor if its parameter estimate is statistically signicantly dierent from 0. This procedure ignores model uncertainty, the uncertainty as to which explanatory variables should be included in the hazard model. If there are J potential explanatory variables available, a researcher must pick from 2 J possible models to estimate. Estimating only one specication of the hazard model is eectively assuming that the chosen specication is the correct model of rm bankruptcy with certainty, ignoring the uncertainty as to which specication is correct.
Even when estimating several specications of the hazard model, researchers must make ad hoc decisions as to which alternative specications to explore and how to interpret the degree of sensitivity of the results. Tables I and II dene a number of variables popular in the 1 See Shumway (2001) and Chava and Jarrow (2004) for discrete time hazard models, and Due et al. (2007) for a continuous time hazard model. bankruptcy prediction literature along with the papers in which they appear, beginning with Altman (1968) and Ohlson (1980) . The dierences in both the explanatory variables used across papers and the combinations in which these variables are used show the disagreement in the literature today over which covariates should be used to predict a rm's probability of ling for bankruptcy and suggest that model uncertainty is prevalent in the literature.
One possibility for dealing with model uncertainty is to include all potential explanatory variables so that as the sample size of rms increases over time, parameter estimates will converge to their true values. This kitchen sink approach is discussed by Sala-i-Martin et al. (2004) and Durlauf et al. (2008) in the context of OLS estimates. The parameter estimates generated by kitchen sink regressions can be inecient due to the inclusion of variables whose true coecient should be 0 and may suer from problems with multicollinearity. Another possibility is using a variable selection technique such as the lasso suggested by Tibshirani (1996) to rst determine which covariates are most important, then using these variables to estimate the hazard model. However, Zou and Hastie (2005) show that the lasso does not perform well when some of the explanatory variables are highly correlated, as is the case for the variables proposed in the rm bankruptcy literature.
In this paper, I propose a Bayesian model averaging approach to estimate and average results from all 2 J hazard models. The chief advantage of Bayesian model averaging is that it provides a formal way to take account of the uncertainty of parameter estimates both within and between models by conditioning on all possible models rather than only a subset.
I do so by introducing a simple variance restriction in the logit formulation of the hazard model. Without this restriction, a researcher cannot compare magnitudes of coecients across hazard models, as each is identied only up to a constant that changes when the set of explanatory variables included in the model changes.
2 I assign a prior probability to each of the 2 J models and estimate each model separately, with the nal result being an average of these model estimates in which the parameters associated with each model are weighted by the model's posterior likelihood. The model prior can be diluted to downweight models in which the explanatory variables are highly correlated, as suggested by George (1999) .
This minimizes the eect of parameters estimated in the presence of multicollinearity on the nal model average. Bayesian model averaging of hazard models is particularly challenging because there is no closed form expression for each model's posterior likelihood when using standard parameter priors, unlike with linear regression models. I therefore suggest the use of fully exponential Laplace approximations to these high dimensional integrals as a computationally feasible solution.
I also use Bayesian model averaging to generate out of sample forecasts of rm bankruptcy 2 For a textbook treatment of this problem, see Wooldridge (2002, p.470) .
lings. Many papers show that predictions derived from Bayesian model averaging are often more accurate in out of sample forecasts than those of models selected by researchers or by using various model selection criteria. Papers using Bayesian model averaging of linear regression models to construct forecasts include Fernandez et al. (2001b) on cross-country growth, Avramov (2002) and Cremers (2002) on stock returns, Koop and Potter (2003) on U.S. GDP growth, Stock and Watson (2005) on various macroeconomic time series, and Wright (2008 Wright ( , 2009 ) on exchange rates and U.S. ination. I assess whether model averaged forecasts oer accuracy gains in predicting future bankruptcies.
Firms in dierent industries may face dierent market conditions, competitive pressures, industry specic shocks, or even accounting conventions such that rms with identical nancial indicators in dierent industries might have dierent probabilities of ling for bankruptcy. As a result, movements in dierent variables might be more indicative of a looming bankruptcy in dierent industries. To explore these possibilities, I perform model averaging on samples of rms with similar SIC codes to examine how the variables that predict bankruptcy dier across the manufacturing, transportation, retail trade, and service industries. These industries mirror those investigated with xed eects in Chava and Jarrow (2004) .
I nd that of the 19 potential covariates I consider, only two are predictive of bankruptcy in all industry groups at a 12 month prediction horizon after accounting for model uncertainty, the ratio of total liabilities to total assets and the annualized volatility of rm market equity. I also nd that the robust predictors of bankruptcy do vary by industry. I compare the model averaged results to the more traditional kitchen sink model and nd that the model averaging procedure identies fewer variables as signicant predictors of bankruptcy in every sample. Since the kitchen sink regression tends to overstate the correlation of covariates with bankruptcy by ignoring model uncertainty, model selection on the part of the researcher may have important consequences for the estimated results.
I also evaluate the dierence in out of sample forecasts between the kitchen sink and model averaging methods and nd that model averaging techniques oer gains in forecast accuracy of approximately 1% in some industries when using predictive log scores as the measure of accuracy. I compare these gains to traditional decile analysis of forecast accuracy and nd that the gains from Bayesian model averaged forecasts are similar in magnitude to gains in forecast accuracy found in other studies. Campbell et al. (2008) show that rms that dier by 1% in the estimated distribution of predicted probabilities of rm failure, particularly at the extremes of the probability distribution, may have large dierences in rm stock returns.
This nding suggests that even small improvements in out of sample bankruptcy prediction may be important for assessing the impact of bankruptcy risk on other outcomes of interest. 
( 1) where P (m|y) is the posterior probability that model m is true given data y given by Bayes'
where P (m) is the prior probability assigned to model m and P (y|m) is the marginal likelihood of the data given model m. P (y|m) is given by the integral
where β m = (β 1 , β 2 , ...) is a parameter vector, f (y|β m , m) is the likelihood of the data given the model m and the parameters β m , and f (β m |m) is the prior distribution of β m . To implement Bayesian model averaging, I now dene the model and parameter priors.
3 In this section, the term model refers to a particular combination of covariates used to estimate the hazard function.
I.B Bayesian Estimation of Hazard Models
I compute all estimates using a discrete period hazard model with a nonparametric baseline hazard where each year has its own hazard rate for rm failure. This base specication controls for year-specic shocks that aect all rms in the sample. The unit of observation is a rm-month, with model parameters estimated using a multiperiod logit over the pooled rm-month observations. Both the parameter estimates and variance-covariance matrix of a multiperiod logit estimated in this way are identical to those of a discrete period hazard model.
Consider the latent variable representation of a rm's bankruptcy decision
where y it is an indicator equal to 1 if rm i declares bankruptcy in month t, 
where all variables are as dened above.
Let β m = (β a , β 0 ) denote the parameter vector for model m, where β 0 represents the vector of coecients on the baseline hazard rates and β a represents the coecients on the covariates under analysis, and let χ a be the dimension of β a and χ 0 be the dimension of β 0 .
I assign as a prior distribution for each β a the g-prior as proposed by Zellner (1986) and further rened by Chen and Ibrahim (2003) and Bove and Held (2011) , given by
where N χa is a χ a -dimensional multivariate normal distribution, 0 χa is a χ a -dimensional vector of zeros, X m is the centered matrix of covariates used in model m, and g is a scalar parameter. The prior for β a is proper and centered at zero in every dimension. Centering the prior at zero for all variables means that all posterior model parameter estimates will be shrunk towards zero, so the prior belief is that all the variables in every model are not useful predictors of bankruptcy.
4 The prior for β a must be proper because model averaging requires relative comparisons between models and improper priors are dened only up to an arbitrary constant. If the prior probabilities of two models P (m 1 ) and P (m 2 ) have dierent arbitrary constants because m 1 and m 2 contain dierent variables,
also has an arbitrary constant, resulting in illdened model posterior probabilities in Equation 2. The parameter g controls the relative weight put on the prior and the data when forming the posterior distribution for each parameter vector β m . I use the unit information prior recommended by Kass and Raftery (1995) and Fernandez et al. (2001a) by setting g = 1 n , where n is the sample size. This may be interpreted as the prior having as much eect on the posterior as one additional data point.
A prior for the baseline hazard rates represents a prior belief about the average number of rm bankruptcies that might occur in each year. To make the prior as uninformative as possible and avoid using data to inform this prior choice, I use an improper at prior for these parameters. Under an improper prior on the baseline hazards, Equation 3 is only dened up to an arbitrary constant. However, the baseline hazards appear in every model being estimated, so the arbitrary constant is the same for all models and cancels out in Equation 2. The same approach to priors over model intercepts has been used in the context of OLS models in Fernandez et al. (2001a,b) and Ley and Steel (2009) . Thus, I assign as a prior distribution for β 0 the improper prior
where β 0 = (β χm+1 , β χm+2 , ..., β χm+χ 0 ). The baseline hazards will therefore not be shrunk towards zero by the model averaging procedure. Using an uninformative prior with yearspecic baseline hazard rates is consistent with the frailty correlations in default described by Due et al. (2009) as it imposes no prior beliefs on the latent risk factors that may vary yearly.
4 See Stock and Watson (2005) for a discussion of the interpretation of model averaged estimates as shrinkage estimators.
The prior over the full set of parameters is the product of these two priors, so the full prior for the parameters of each model m is given by 
I.C Laplace Approximation
With the model likelihood and parameter priors dened as above, it is possible to nd the marginal likelihood in Equation 3. Without a closed form expression for the posterior likelihood function, this integral must be evaluated directly. However, this integral is of high dimension, making any calculation dicult. I therefore use the fully exponential Laplace approximation to the integral, so Tierney and Kadane (1986) show that approximating P (y|m) in this way has error of order O (n −2 ), so this approximation is both accurate and computationally easy to calculate. Using an approximation of this form requires that the likelihood functions being approximated are
Laplace regular. This means that the integrals in Equation 3 must exist and be nite, that the determinants of the Hessians must not be zero at their respective optima, and the log likelihood functions must have bounded partial derivatives for all parameters.
I therefore
assume that all these conditions are satised.
The BIC approximation to the posterior likelihood used by Volinsky et al. (1996) and the AIC approximation suggested by Weakliem (1999) and others are approximations to the Laplace approximation, as shown explicitly for the BIC approximation in Raftery (1996) .
By using the Laplace approximation directly rather than one of these alternatives, I obtain a more accurate estimate of the posterior model likelihood. As a robustness check, I also compute the BIC and AIC approximations to P (y|m), and I include the details of the calculation of these alternative approximations in the Appendix.
I.D Model Priors
Equation 2 shows the importance of the priors in the calculation of P (m|y). To explore the robustness of these results to the choice of model prior, I use several model priors in the empirical work below.
As a baseline case, I apply a diuse prior where all possible models are equally likely to reect complete ignorance as to which model is correct. This uniform prior is the approach adopted by a number of model averaging papers, including Madigan and Raftery (1994) and Cremers (2002) . In general, the model prior P (m) is given by
where J is the total number of candidate explanatory variables, p j is the prior probability that β j = 0, and d j is an indicator for whether variable j is included in model m. Priors of the form given in Equation 5 require the assumption that the probability that any given explanatory variable is included in a model is independent of the probability that any other variable is included in the model. To give all models equal probability, I set p j = 0.5 for all j.
While giving all models an equal prior probability has intuitive appeal as a baseline, Cremers (2002) and Sala-i-Martin et al. (2004) point out that the expected model size under this prior is J/2. In general, the expected model size is k when p j = k/J for all j. As such, k is a hyperparameter that is chosen by the researcher when assigning a value to p j . I report results below using an alternative prior with k = 5 to reect a parsimonious model similar to those in the rm bankruptcy literature.
The following example illustrates another potential problem with uniform priors distinct 5 For a formal discussion and proofs of the assumptions, see Tierney and Kadane (1986) .
from expected model size. Let x 1 and x 2 be two uncorrelated explanatory variables. Assigning a uniform prior across the model space using only x 1 and x 2 yields Variables Constant only
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Now let x 3 be nearly perfectly correlated with x 2 but uncorrelated with x 1 . The variables x 2 and x 3 do not capture distinct information for explaining variation in the dependent variable, so x 3 is just a substitute for x 2 , not an expansion of the model space. A more reasonable prior over the model space containing x 1 , x 2 , and x 3 might be
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In this case, the prior probability originally assigned to x 2 in the two variable case has been diluted across the three models containing x 2 , x 3 , and (x 2 , x 3 ), and the prior probability originally assigned to (x 1 , x 2 ) has been diluted across the models containing (x 1 , x 2 ), (x 1 , x 3 ), and (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ). This reects the fact that the model containing (x 2 , x 3 ) is eectively the same as the models containing x 2 and x 3 individually, while the model containing (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) is eectively the same as the models containing (x 1 , x 3 ) and (x 1 , x 2 ). These dilution priors reect the belief that it is unlikely that the true model would contain many variables that are only slightly dierent from one another.
I use the functional form of dilution priors suggested by George (1999) and used in a dierent form by Durlauf et al. (2008) , where the dilution prior P D (m) is given by 6 The form used in Durlauf et al. (2008) is based on the use of tree priors, where the relevant correlation matrix is the correlation matrix of variables in a given model that proxy for the same underlying causal theory rather than all variables in the model as here. The usage here is thus a generalization of the form used in Durlauf et al. (2008) in that it does not require the researcher to assign explanatory variables to theories as part of the prior specication. See also Brock et al. (2003) for a discussion of the use of tree priors in Bayesian model averaging.
I.E Model Averaged Variance Estimates Leamer (1978, p. 118) shows that the estimated variance of a model averaged parameter β M is given byV 
I.F Variable Posterior Inclusion Probabilities
To determine which variables are most important in predicting bankruptcy, I calculate the posterior inclusion probability for each variable j as
where M j = {m|β j = 0}. M j is the set of all models that include variable j and P (β
is the sum of the posterior probabilities of those models.
P (β j = 0|y) gives the probability that variable j is in the true model of rm bankruptcy. To make an analogy to standard hypothesis testing, P (β j = 0|y) ≈ 0 is similar to nding a very small coecient estimate and small standard errors for variable j. In this case, the researcher may strongly believe both that variable j has no statistically signicant eect and that the true value of β j is near 0, as the frequentist condence interval is small and contains 0. P (β j = 0|y) ≈ p j is similar to nding a coecient of any size with large standard errors.
While the coecient may or may not allow the researcher to reject the null of zero eect, the data do not rule out a wide range of possible true values for β j , so the researcher may believe that the data are somewhat uninformative about the importance of variable j. The
Bayesian framework allows a formal presentation of this intuition.
In this paper, I use posterior inclusion probabilities to determine the set of variables that are most important in predicting rm bankruptcies. I also present the model averaged coecient and standard error estimates to allow comparison between the results obtained from examining posterior inclusion probabilities and those from conventional hypothesis testing.
II Data II.A Description and Variable Creation
The variables dened in Table I are the entire set of variables under consideration in the empirical work below. The model space is all models that can be made using combinations of these variables. With 19 explanatory variables, there are 2 19 = 524, 288 models. Table   II shows previous papers that have used these covariates as predictors of rm bankruptcy.
Some of these papers also use additional variables not considered in this analysis. These variables are generally either slight modications of other variables included in Table I or yearly macroeconomic variables that are implicitly controlled for through the exible baseline hazard described in Section I.B. When there are two very similar variables, I have chosen to include the one that appeared rst in the literature.
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I limit the sample under consideration to rms that were rst publicly traded on or after January 1987. I obtain accounting data on these rms from COMPUSTAT Fundamentals 8 For example, Campbell et al. (2008) tweak the accounting variables NI/TA and TL/TA to create slightly dierent measures of these variables. NI/MTA and TL/MTA measure total assets at market value rather than book value, while NI/TA(adj) and TL/TA(adj) add 10% of the dierence between the market equity and the book equity of the rm to the book value of total assets. These measures are extremely similar to the traditional NI/TA and TL/TA, with correlations between 0.8 and 0.94 in the sample considered here.
Quarterly les and both monthly and daily stock price data from CRSP from January 1987 to December 2008. I lag accounting variables from COMPUSTAT by one quarter to insure that all data are observable to the market at the start of the month. Table I The rst ve variables in Table I are the components of the bankruptcy Z-score created using multiple discriminant analysis in Altman (1968) . These include four accounting ratios working capital to total assets (WC/TA), retained earnings to total assets (RE/TA), earnings before interest and taxes to total assets (EBIT/TA), and sales to total assets (S/TA) as well as the ratio of market equity to total liabilities (ME/TL), where a rm's market equity is measured as its stock price times the number of shares outstanding. The three accounting variables from Ohlson (1980) and Zimjewski (1984) are the ratios of net income to total assets (NI/TA), total liabilities to total assets (TL/TA), and current assets to current liabilities (CA/CL).
π M erton is an estimated probability of default based on the structural model of rm default in Merton (1974) . π M erton is dened as
where Φ is the CDF of the standard normal distribution and DD, the distance to default, is given by
where V A is the market value of assets, F is the face value of debt with time to maturity T , µ A is the expected annual return on the rm's assets, and σ A is the volatility of rm assets.
I follow Campbell et al. (2008) by setting µ A = 0.06 + r, where r is the risk free interest rate, as a proxy for the annual stock returns. I use the 1-year Treasury Constant Maturity
Rate as the risk free interest rate.
9 I also set T = 1, as is convention in the literature.
I
calculate the distance to default following the iterative procedure described in Vassalou and Xing (2004) .
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The next seven variables are market-based explanatory variables. SIGMA is the idiosyncratic standard deviation of a rm's stock returns and is designed to measure the variability of the rm's cash ows. I calculate a value of SIGMA for each month by regressing the monthly returns of a rm's stock over the previous 12 months on the monthly value-weighted S&P 500 index return over the same period. The value-weighting is calculated by CRSP. SIGMA is the standard deviation of the summed residuals of this regression. SIGMA is considered missing if there are fewer than 6 monthly rm stock returns in the CRSP data over the preceding 12 month period. AGE is the rm's trading age, the log of the number of months since the rm rst became publicly traded as recorded in the CRSP data. RSIZE measures the relative size of the market value of the rm's equity to the market value of the entire S&P 500 listing, while EXRET measures the excess return on the rm's stock relative to the returns on the value-weighted S&P 500 index. CASH/MTA is the ratio of the rm's short-term assets to the market value of all assets, designed to capture the rm's liquidity.
MB is the ratio of market equity to book equity, and PRICE is the log of the rm's stock price. Firm book equity is constructed as described in Cohen et al. (2003) .
The nal three variables are either proxies for inputs or actual inputs into the structural estimate of the distance to default. 1/σ E , the annualized volatility of market equity, is a proxy for 1/σ A , while market equity, M E, and the face value of debt, F , directly enter the calculation of π M erton . These variables are used in Bharath and Shumway (2008) to evaluate the predictive power of π M erton when its component variables are also included in the model specication.
For a rm-month to appear in the data, all 19 explanatory variables must be observed.
I consider predicting bankruptcy at a 12 month horizon, so a rm is only included in the dataset if data are available for the month 12 months before the rm declares bankruptcy.
Also, many variables feature a small number of extreme values. To limit the inuence of outliers and to follow the conventions in the literature, I winsorize all variables at the 5th and 95th percentiles of their pooled distributions across rm months with the exceptions of π M erton , AGE, and PRICE. π M erton is naturally bounded between 0 and 1 and has no extreme values. Since the sample is limited to rms that rst became publicly traded on or after January 1987, AGE is eectively winsorized at this level. PRICE is winsorized above $15 per share, as in Campbell et al. (2008) .
11 See Appendix for details.
II.B Summary Statistics
Summary statistics are presented in Table III for both the full sample of rms in Panel A and a subsample of rms in the month in which they declared bankruptcy in Panel B. All values in Table III than the general population of rms, and the mean value of ME/TL for bankrupt rms is approximately one-tenth of the mean value for all rms, reecting both lower market value and higher liabilities. S/TA is very similar across samples, as bankrupt rms likely have lower sales and lower assets than healthy rms. TL/TA shows that while the average rm is only 44% leveraged in the full sample, bankrupt rms are 75% leveraged with a median value around 85%. Also, bankrupt rms have a lower ratio of current assets to current liabilities and a negative net income to total assets ratio approximately ve times larger than in the full sample.
π M erton , the probability of bankruptcy arising from the structural model of default, is very dierent across samples. Bankrupt rms have an estimated mean probability of default of nearly 71% with a median value over 95%, while the full sample of rms shows only a 7.5% mean probability of default with a median at 0%. SIGMA, the idiosyncratic standard deviation of rm returns, is higher in bankrupt rms than in the full sample. This suggests that the cash ows of bankrupt rms are more volatile than those for the full sample of rms. Also, mean rm trading age is nearly identical in both samples, so bankrupt rms have no dierence in the average amount of time since rst appearing on an exchange from the full sample of rms. The dierences in RSIZE and EXRET show that bankrupt rms are generally smaller and have lower mean returns relative to the market. CASH/MTA is lower in the bankrupt sample, suggesting that bankrupt rms have weaker income streams than healthy rms.
Bankrupt rms have a higher mean market to book value ratio and lower median with a greater standard deviation. This pattern reects the fact that a looming bankruptcy can aect both the numerator and denominator of this ratio. Firms may suer signicant paper losses, causing the book value of equity to fall and MB to rise, and the market value of a rm may fall in response to or in anticipation of these book losses, causing the market value of equity and MB to fall. The price per share of bankrupt rms is low relative to the overall sample while the low value of 1/σ E indicates that bankrupt rms have a higher volatility of market equity, both intuitive results. Finally, bankrupt rms show lower market value and
higher face values of debt on average.
To investigate whether dierent covariates might have diering predictive power for fore-casting bankruptcies in dierent industries, I divide the rms into subsamples based on SIC codes available in CRSP and COMPUSTAT. Every rm-month is classied by its SIC code in that month, so a rm whose SIC code changes is classied in its new industry group as of the month of the SIC code change. I then present results for the four largest industry groups: manufacturing (SIC codes 2000-3999), transportation, communications, and utilities (4000-4999), retail trade (5200-5999), and service industries (7000-8899). This classication scheme is similar to that of Chava and Jarrow (2004) . Table IV reports the summary statistics from the sample of all rms by industry group.
Manufacturing and service industry rms appear to be similar across observables. In contrast, rms in the transportation and retail industry groups have higher market equity and debt and are more heavily leveraged. As a result, many of the accounting ratios are smaller in absolute value for transportation and retail rms. The dierence in leveraging is reected in the considerably higher π M erton values for transportation and retail rms than for manufacturing and service companies. The means of 1/σ E across groups show that the transportation and retail rms seem to have somewhat lower volatility of market equity, an observation supported by the pattern in SIGMA across industries. Table V lists the number of rms in each year that le for bankruptcy in the following year, as I predict bankruptcies at a 12 month horizon. There are fewer bankruptcies in this dataset than in the dataset used by Campbell et al. (2008) because I require more variables to be observable for a rm to remain in the dataset. The percentage of rms in the dataset declaring bankruptcy by year is generally similar for the overlapping years. Table VI shows the number of rms and bankruptcies in each industry group over the sample period. Manufacturing rms make up the largest industry group in this sample, but retail rms have the highest rate of bankruptcy with nearly 18% of rms declaring bankruptcy at some time in the sample period. While a dierence in bankruptcy rates across industries does not necessarily imply that the determinants of bankruptcy are dierent across industries, there is substantial variation in the bankruptcy rate across industry groups in the sample. Only 7.43% of service rms and 8.19% of manufacturing rms declare bankruptcy, with transportation rms ranking in the middle at 14.38%. This variation may be a result of industry groups facing dierent shocks over this period or of ling for bankruptcy having dierent consequences for large and small rms; note that the two industry groups with the higher average market equity per rm show a higher percentage of rms ling for bankruptcy. Table VII shows the cross-correlations between the variables described in Table I across the full sample of rms. The determinant of the cross-correlation matrix of included covariates is used to create the dilution priors described in Section I.D. A model will receive a lower prior weight if it contains many highly correlated variables. On the other hand, some explanatory variables are not highly correlated with any of the others. For example, EXRET's highest correlation is only 0.170 (with PRICE), while SIGMA has only one particularly high correlation of -0.680 (with 1/σ E ). Models containing either of these two variables will tend to have higher priors as a result, as these variables appear to be measuring a characteristic of the rm not well captured by any of the other variables. Also interesting is that neither ME and F, variables used in the calculation of π M erton , nor 1/σ E , a proxy for the 1/σ A component of π M erton , is highly correlated with π M erton . This is due in part to the non-linear functional form of π M erton . The variable most highly correlated with π M erton in this sample is TL/TA (ρ = 0.338), so the information contained in the structurally estimated measure of the probability of bankruptcy π M erton does not appear to be well-proxied by any other single variable. 12 As a rule of thumb, I consider a variable to be a robust predictor of bankruptcy 12 In all industry groups, unreported results using the AIC or BIC in place of the posterior likelihood for model weighting are qualitatively similar for all three priors. See Appendix for a discussion of the construction of these approximations to the Bayesian methods described above.
III Results

III.A Bayesian Model Averaging Results
at the given horizon if the posterior inclusion probability for that variable is above 0.9 under at least two of the three priors, and I consider the data to provide evidence against a variable if its posterior inclusion probability is below 0.1 under at least two of the three priors. Table VIII shows that in the full sample of all rms, the variables EBIT/TA, ME/TL, TL/TA, NI/TA, π M erton , RSIZE, EXRET, CASH/MTA, MB, PRICE, 1/σ E , and ME all Table IX shows that among manufacturing rms, the variables with a consistently high posterior inclusion probability across all three priors are TL/TA, π M erton , MB, PRICE, and 1/σ E . NI/TA is very close to the threshold, with a posterior inclusion probability over 0.96 under the uniform prior and over 0.88 under the other two priors. In contract, the data suggest excluding WC/TA, RE/TA, S/TA, CA/CL, SIGMA, AGE, and F, the same seven variables rejected by the data in the sample of all rms. For the remaining variables, their middling posterior inclusion probabilities show that the data are not very informative as to their importance.
As there is now a smaller sample size than in the set of all rms above, the eect of the choice of model prior on the posterior inclusion probabilities is more apparent in Table IX. Under the uniform prior in (1), TL/TA, π M erton , MB, PRICE, and 1/σ E all have posterior inclusion probabilities over 0.94, but a number of other variables also have posterior inclusion probabilities above 0.8, including ME/TL, NI/TA, RSIZE, and ME, with CASH/MTA and EBIT/TA just below this cuto. Under the dilution prior in (2), nearly all of the variables in the highly correlated groups mentioned above (RE/TA, EBIT/TA, and NI/TA; WC/TA, ME/TL, TL/TA, CA/CL, CASH/MTA; RSIZE, PRICE, 1/σ E , ME, and F) have lower posterior inclusion probabilities than under the uniform prior. This eect is especially strong for EBIT/TA, ME/TL, RSIZE, and CASH/MTA, as all of these variables lose between 30 and 47 percentage points of posterior inclusion probability under the dilution prior.
The fact that WC/TA, ME/TL, CA/CL, and CASH/MTA all show drops in posterior inclusion probability under the dilution prior while TL/TA did not despite the high correlations between these ve variables indicates the ecacy of the dilution prior in the presence of correlated variables. In this case, the dilution prior puts less weight on models containing combinations of these ve variables, increasing the relative importance of models containing only one of these variables. This technique makes apparent that the good t of models containing these variables results from the inclusion of TL/TA, while the other variables add less to the model t. Under the uniform prior, the other four covariates would receive relatively more credit for the good t of models that also include TL/TA, thereby boosting their posterior inclusion probabilities.
Using the prior for an expected model size of 5 covariates as in (3) also lowers the posterior inclusion probabilities of a number of variables relative to the uniform prior but does so mechanistically by lowering the prior inclusion probability for every variable. The dierence in the eect of the smaller expected model size prior and the dilution prior can be see in the posterior inclusion probabilities of variables such as EXRET, the excess return on a rm's stock relative to the S&P500 return. While EXRET has a lower posterior inclusion probability under the expected model size prior than under the uniform prior, it has a higher inclusion probability under the dilution prior because it is not strongly correlated with any of the other potential explanatory variables. Because of the eectiveness of the dilution prior in distinguishing among highly correlated individual covariates and the interpretability of changes in posterior inclusion probabilities from the base uniform prior as reective of correlations with other variables rather than a prior preference for a smaller model, the dilution prior is the preferred specication for determining which variables are correlated with bankruptcy after accounting for model uncertainty. Across all priors, the data suggests that TL/TA, π M erton , MB, PRICE, and 1/σ E are the covariates most robustly correlated with future bankruptcies for manufacturing rms.
Table X reveals a somewhat dierent pattern of robust prediction variables for the transportation, communications, and utilities industry group. Only TL/TA and 1/σ E have high posterior inclusion probabilities under all three priors. Also, the data are uninformative about two variables, PRICE and AGE, with AGE very close to the cuto for rejection.
For the other 15 variables, the posterior inclusion probabilities are very low across all three priors, suggesting that the data recommends exclusion of these variables from the model.
As such, the data supports only a very parsimonious model in predicting bankruptcies for transportation, communications, and utilities rms.
Table XI shows the model averaged results for retail rms, the industry with the highest bankruptcy rate in the sample. Only two variables emerge as robust correlates of bankruptcy, TL/TA and 1/σ E . The data are uninformative about several variables, as ME/TL, S/TA, EXRET, PRICE, and ME all have posterior inclusion probabilities consistently between 0.1 and 0.9. The remaining 12 variables have very little support from the data as evidenced by their low posterior inclusion probabilities.
Model averaged results for the service industry are presented in Table XII . Across all three priors, the only variables whose inclusion is strongly supported by the data are S/TA, TL/TA, and 1/σ E . The data do not make a clear recommendation for including or excluding NI/TA, π M erton , AGE, EXRET, PRICE, or F from the model, while the data suggest excluding the remaining 10 variables. Of the variables with inconclusive evidence, both PRICE and π M erton are near the threshold for inclusion
In total, 12 of the 19 variables under examination are robust correlates of rm bankruptcy after considering model uncertainty in the sample of all rms. Among the variables that the data do not support, this is an unsurprising result for AGE, which many researchers have chosen to ignore after Shumway (2001) presented evidence of its poor predictive ability.
However, this is a rather surprising result for SIGMA, a variable used in a number of studies since its rst appearance in Shumway (2001) . The high correlation of SIGMA with 1/σ E and thus potential punishment under the dilution prior is only a small part of the explanation, as a consistently low posterior inclusion probability indicates that models containing SIGMA and not containing 1/σ E did not t the data well. Also, this correlation would equally aect the posterior model probabilities for 1/σ E , yet 1/σ E has a very high posterior inclusion probability under all three model priors. Instead, it appears that SIGMA simply does not oer much information that is useful in predicting bankruptcy once model uncertainty is included in estimation: not only is SIGMA rejected by the data in the sample of all rms, but also in every industry group.
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Investigating potential heterogeneity across industry groups shows that far fewer variables appear robust to model uncertainty within any given industry group than in the overall sample. This is partly a function of sample size, since there is less data about bankruptcy lings in any given industry than in the overall sample. Variables that repeatedly emerge as robust correlates after accounting for model uncertainty across industry groups are then the strongest correlates of bankruptcy out of those identied in the overall sample of rms.
Across industry groups, only TL/TA and 1/σ E emerge as robust correlates of bankruptcy in every industry group and in the sample of all rms. TL/TA is one of several empirical proxies measuring the extent of rm's indebtedness relative to its assets or income, as evidenced by the high correlations of TL/TA with WC/TA, ME/TL, CA/CL, and CASH/MTA. In the presence of model uncertainty, TL/TA is the only one of these variables to appear consistently as a correlate with bankruptcy. Similarly, 1/σ E is a measure of the volatility of the rm's market equity and is highly correlated with RSIZE, PRICE, ME, and SIGMA, other variables 13 Some papers seem to have acknowledged implicitly the strong predictive power of 1/σ E compared to the formulation of SIGMA in Shumway (2001) . The versions of SIGMA used in Chava and Jarrow (2004) and Campbell et al. (2008) are similar to σ E . measuring market equity size and volatility. As these two variables are correlated with bankruptcy even after considering model uncertainty in all industry groups as well as the overall sample, this is strong evidence that TL/TA and 1/σ E are the most useful covariates out of those examined here in predicting bankruptcy lings for a wide variety of rms. These results indicate that of the many variables proposed in the literature, only 12 of 19 are remain important predictors of bankruptcy after allowing for model uncertainty, with as few as 2 remaining important within each specic industry group.
III.B Kitchen Sink Regressions
To highlight the importance of accounting for model uncertainty when assessing the predictive power of explanatory variables, I run kitchen sink regressions in which all available covariates are included as explanatory variables in a single hazard model. Table XIII shows the estimates from the kitchen sink regressions at a prediction horizon of 12 months for all four industries.
Comparing the results in column (1) of Table XIII to those from Table VIII Table XIII to Table IX reveals that in the kitchen sink regression, 13 of the 19 variables are statistically signicant at the 10% level or higher. In contrast, the model averaged results suggest that only TL/TA, π M erton , MB, PRICE, and 1/σ E are correlated with bankruptcy after accounting for model uncertainty. Even when restricting attention to the model averaged results under the prior with the most generous posterior inclusion probabilities, the uniform prior in column (1) of Table IX , only 8 variables are strongly correlated with bankruptcy. These 8 are a subset of the 13 variables found to be statistically signicant in the kitchen sink regression for the manufacturing industry, again showing that including model uncertainty makes it more dicult for any variable to be a strong predictor of future bankruptcies.
A similar pattern appears when looking at the results for the other industries. Comparing column (3) of Table XIII to Table X , the kitchen sink regression nds 8 variables to be signicant predictors of bankruptcy in the transportation, communications, and utilities industry group, while model averaging selects only 2 of these as robust to model certainty.
Column (4) of Table XIII and Table XI show that for the retail trade rms, the kitchen sink regression nds 6 signicant predictors compared to 2 from model averaging. Similarly, in the service industry, column (5) of Table XIII indicates 10 statistically signicant variables in the kitchen sink regression while Table XII oers only 3 variables as robust correlates. In every case, the variables that are robust to model uncertainty are a subset of those that are statistically signicant in the kitchen sink regression.
Taken together, the kitchen sink regressions show that simply including all available covariates may lead to claims of statistical signicance that are not robust to model uncertainty. Failing to consider this source of uncertainty in estimates leads to overcondence in determining which variables are good predictors of bankruptcy. This is particularly true in the industry groups with fewer rm-months, as there is less data to help determine which variables are strongly correlated with bankruptcy. In contrast, Bayesian model averaging accounts for model uncertainty and estimates many models, explicitly incorporating between model variance and mitigating the eects of strong correlations between explanatory variables by including parameter estimates from models without the collinear variables. As a result, the set of variables selected by model averaging to be correlated with impending rm bankruptcy is a strict subset of the set suggested by the kitchen sink regression for every industry group. In this sense, this single model is the best model that a researcher could create using these 19 covariates and the given data. In the overall sample and all four industry groups, the model with the highest posterior probability is the kitchen sink model with all 19 covariates included. I also estimate the kitchen sink model with random eects at the rm level, a standard method of controlling for unobserved heterogeneity among rms. I compute the forecasts implied by the kitchen sink model and the kitchen sink model with random eects for every rm-month over the period [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] to compare against Bayesian model averaged forecasts using each of the three model priors described above.
IV Out of Sample Forecasting
To compare the relative accuracies of each forecast, I score each forecast using the predictive logarithmic scoring rule
where p it is the predicted probability that rm i will le for bankruptcy 12 months after month t. A higher predictive log score indicates a more accurate forecast. An advantage of using the predictive log scoring rule is that the dierence in predictive accuracy per rm is given in percentage terms by
where P LS BM A and P LS KS are the predictive log scores from Bayesian model averaged and the kitchen sink forecasts, respectively, and n is the number of rms in the prediction sample.
Predictive log scoring is appropriate in the case of bankruptcy forecasting because ling for bankruptcy is a binary outcome.
14 This criterion is demanding because each of the predicted monthly probabilities is small, so even small changes in the predicted probability of a rm ling for bankruptcy in a given month can have relatively large eects on the predicted log score. However, the results in Campbell et al. (2008) show that rms separated by only 1% in the distribution of predicted bankruptcy probabilities can have very dierent stock returns. Thus, even small changes in predicted probabilities of business failure, especially at 14 See Winkler (1969) and Schervish (1989) for discussion of scoring rules for use in forecasting binary outcomes. I also compare forecast accuracy using root mean squared predictive error, the measure used in Wright (2008 Wright ( , 2009 ) to compare forecasts of exchange rates and ination. Using RMSPE produces qualitatively similar results, which are available upon request.
the very top and bottom of the probability distribution, can have large eects on other rm outcomes. In this light, the sensitivity of predicted log score to small changes is desirable.
I also calculate the percentage of bankruptcies that occur in each decile of the distribution of predicted values, the criterion used in Shumway (2001) Table XV reports the percentage of total bankruptcies in each industry group that appear in each decile of the predicted distribution. Across industry groups, the pattern of forecast accuracy generally mirrors the percentage gains from Table XIV. In the sample of all rms, the model averaged forecasts appear to be less accurate than the kitchen sink forecasts for the rms more likely to declare bankruptcy, yet more accurate for the rms least likely to declare bankruptcy. This split advantage in forecast accuracy helps explain the modest overall gain in forecast accuracy reported by the predictive log score. The manufacturing and retail industry groups, which showed the largest percentage improvements in forecast accuracy for the model averaged forecasts under the predictive log score, show improvements in prediction 15 I do not test the sample dependency of this result through bootstrapping due to the computational cost of the model averaging procedure. accuracy across deciles. Similarly, in the transportation industry where the model averaged forecasts appeared to be less accurate than the kitchen sink forecasts, the decile analysis shows that the kitchen sink forecast is more accurate across the predicted distribution. In the service industry, the model averaged forecasts appear to be more accurate than the kitchen sink forecasts in the very top decile, though the kitchen sink forecasts enjoy an advantage in the second decile and at the bottom of the distribution. This mixed result is reected in the small dierence in predictive log score accuracy. The dierences between decile percentages across forecasts are similar in magnitude to those found among competing forecasting models in Shumway (2001), Chava and Jarrow (2004) , and Bharath and Shumway 
Appendix
Computing estimates for MLE approximation to Bayesian model averaging I estimate model parameters using a standard multiperiod logit over the pooled rm-month observations. Both the parameter estimates and variance-covariance matrix of a multiperiod logit estimated in this way are identical to those of a discrete period hazard model.
Formally, I estimate
where y it is an indicator for equal to 1 if rm i declares bankruptcy in t and x i,t−l is a set of explanatory variables observable in month t-l. The vector of parameters β is then estimated by maximizing the log likelihood function
I use the inverse of the Fisher information matrix as the base estimate of the variancecovariance matrix. I also use the Huber-White variance estimator to correct for heteroskedasticity and I cluster the variance within rms. This technique requires only the assumption that observations across rms are independent, while observations within a rm over time are allowed to have an arbitrary correlation structure.
The clustered variance estimatorV C is given bŷ
where K is the total number of rms in the data, k is a specic rm,
is the inverse of the Fisher information matrix, and
is the score of observation j, the rst derivative of the log likelihood with respect to β. F (·)
is the logit CDF given in Equation 9 and f (·) is the logit PDF. I use Equations 9 and 10 to estimate parameter values and variances for all possible combinations of explanatory variables.
Computing model t measures P (y|m) represents the goodness of t of model m relative to all the other models in the model space. Raftery (1995) and Volinsky et al. (1996) show that the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) can be used to approximate P (y|m) whenβ m is estimated via maximum likelihood as in a discrete time hazard model. As such,
where L m is the log likelihood of model m, k is the number of parameters estimated in model m, and n is the total number of observations. The BIC is then used to approximate P (y|m)
and applying this approximation yields
as the posterior probability of model m given data y, the desired weights to use in summing the individual model parameter estimatesβ m in Equation 1.
Some researchers have criticized the use of the BIC as a measure of model t in Equation   11 by pointing out that the log(n) term captures only the total number of observations in the sample and not their distribution across cases.
16 This criticism may be applicable in this paper: bankruptcy is a rare event for a rm, and so the number of censored rms far outweighs the number of bankrupt rms. To address this, I also calculate results using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) as an approximation for P (y|m). AIC is given by
and thus lacks the log(n) term. I then compute an alternative version of P (y|m) by using AIC m in place of BIC m in Equation 11.
16 See Weakliem (1999) and the comments following for a summary of this debate.
Computing Distance to Default and π M erton
Of the inputs to the DD measure in Equation 8, only F is directly observable in the data.
For the face value of the rm's debt, I use the debt in current liabilities plus one half of the total long term debt, as in Vassalou and Xing (2004) . To estimate V A and σ A , I use the equations presented in Merton (1974) for the equity value of a rm. Specically, the market value of a rm's equity is given by
where d 1 is given by
I then use an iterative procedure to estimate V A and σ A . Using daily stock data from CRSP, I estimate the value of σ A as the volatility of the market value of equity, the standard deviation of the log dierence in daily values, over the previous 12 months. Using Equation 12, F , r, σ A and the daily values of market equity, I solve for V A for every available trading day. Using this sequence of estimated asset values, I then estimate a new σ A as the volatility of this sequence and use the updated σ A to estimate a new sequence of asset values. This process continues until the estimates of σ A from two consecutive iterations are less than 0.001 apart. Finally, using this converged value of σ A , I can compute a nal sequence for V A. This process is repeated for every rm and every month, yielding monthly estimates of σ A . I use both the V A sequence and the converged σ A to estimate a monthly value for π M erton by assigning each month the estimated value of V A on its last trading day. I consider π M erton valid if there are at least 6 months of daily stock returns available in the CRSP data over the preceding 12 month period.
Note that some papers using π M erton as a bankruptcy predictor do not iterate as described above. Instead, they use the fact that under Merton's model assumptions, it can be shown
where σ E is the volatility of the market value of equity. Equations 12 and 13 can then be solved simultaneously for V A and σ A , the two unknown variables. This technique has the advantage of requiring far less computational time. I choose to use the more complicated iterative procedure to construct π M erton , as Crosbie and Bohn (2003, p. 16 ) point out that since Equation 13 holds only instantaneously in theory, using it biases the probabilities in precisely the wrong direction. Specically, the probability of defaulting on debts will be overstated as a rm grows less risky and understated as a rm grows more risky. Using the iterative procedure avoids concerns about this bias by not relying on Equation 13. Nonetheless, Bharath and Shumway (2008) show that the exact method used to calculate π M erton does not appear to aect the predictive power of the variable. Bankruptcy data from New Generation Research, rm data from CRSP/COMPUSTAT. N = total number of rm-months in each sample. ME and F measured in millions of dollars. All variables are as dened in Section II.A in text and Table I . Firm data from CRSP/COMPUSTAT. All variables are as dened in Section II.A in text and Table I . Variable denitions are provided in Table I . Post. Mean/(SE) reports the model averaged mean parameter estimate with the averaged standard error below in parentheses. PIP is the posterior inclusion probability of each variable. Each reported result is the average of estimates from 2 19 = 524, 288 hazard models with model prior as described at bottom. Uniform prior assigns equal weight to all models. Dilution prior weights each model by the determinant of the cross-correlation matrix of the included variables. The horizon of bankruptcy prediction is 12 months. All coecients are hazard model coecients. Number of observations is the number of rm-months in the sample. Variable denitions are provided in Table I . Hazard models estimated for the industry group shown at top. The horizon of bankruptcy prediction is 12 months. All coecients are hazard model coecients. *, **, *** denote statistical signicance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels respectively. Standard errors are Huber-White robust estimates, clustered at the rm level. Number of observations is the number of rm-months in the sample. The top panel shows the dierence for the industry at top in the predictive log score of the forecasts made by Bayesian model averaging using the prior given at left vs. the forecasts made by the kitchen sink model. The dierence in predictive accuracy is given in percentage terms by P LS dif f = exp (P LS BM A −P LS KS )/n − 1 · 100 , where P LS BM A and P LS KS are the predictive log scores from Bayesian model averaging and the kitchen sink forecasts, respectively, and n is the number of rms in the prediction sample. The bottom panel is analogous, comparing the predictive log scores from Bayesian model averaging to those from the kitchen sink model including rm level random eects. Out of sample predictionsare over the period [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] , while predictions are generated using data from 1987-2000. Entries are the percentage of actual bankruptcies in the given industry group that appear in the listed decile of the predicted probability distribution of bankruptcy across out of sample rm-months. The predicted probability distribution is formed using estimates from the model listed at the top of each column. Out of sample predictions are done over the period [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] , while predictions are generated using data from 1987-2000.
